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the Government were to be taken at the earliest moment
possible."
Before we survey the working of the new Legislatures let
us briefly review the constitutional changes effected by the
Government of India Act, 1919.
CL DETAILS  OF  CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES
The Act fully retained the authority of the Imperial
Government but attempted to introduce certain changes in
the Government of India. Nothing like a Federation was
contemplated. In working out devices for reconciling
diverse elements that exist in India within the framework of
a unitary Constitution, the Act established a form of govern-
ment in the Provinces known as <c Dyarchy/' The term was
unfamiliar to most Indians and was derided as a " hurly-
burly innovation/' and became an appropriate subject for
humorous treatment. Sir Harcourt Butler writes :
" In India it has almost become a term of abuse. I
have heard one man shouting to another ' you are a
dyarchy.' ' I will beat you with a dyarchy/ said one
Indian boy to another, and when questioned as to what
a dyarchy was replied, ' a new kind of tennis racket.' I
have been received in a Burma village by a dyarchy band
braying against a home-rule band with all the vigour of
village faction, neither having the least idea what home
rule or dyarchy meant." 3-
To those who received the gift it meant " Double govern-
ment/' Under the scheme all the subjects of administration
were divided into two categories, Central and Provincial.
There were 47 Central subjects and the rest were devolved
upon the Provincial Governments. These Provincial subjects
of administration were again classified into two groups—
" Reserved " and " Transferred." That is, subjects such
as Law and Order, Finance, Land Revenue, Famine Relief,
1 " India Insistent/' by Sir Harcourt Butler (Heinemann), 1931.

